
Add-On Course on Gender Studies 

The Objective of the Course 

Aims and objectives: 
The prime objective of this add - on course of Gender education is to sensitize the 

general awareness among the students on Gender education. In view of the fact that 
by introducing this subject. Such as add -on course in the rural based cluster 
colleges like L.T.K. college ,the perception that exists within men in the society 

towards women folk leading to discrimination disparity, biasness in between men 
and men 

and women. In the present era of technological advancements in the society, this 

mind set of the male folk needs to be wiped out .to establish equality ,a balance in 

between the men and women for all round development of each individual to 

become a good citizen to engage themselves in nation building agenda. 
 

SYLLABUS FOR GENDER STUDIES 

Maximum Marks:50 

Time:30 hours 

(Theory=40 marks Project work=10 marks) 
(A) UNIT-1: GENDER MEANING 15 

(a)Gender and Patriarchy 

(b)Gender bias 

(e) Gender stereotyping 

(d) Equity and Equality in relation with caste, class, 
religion, ethnicity, disability 

and religion. 

(B) UNIT-2: CONCEPT OF FEMINIM। 15 

(a) Gender and politics 

(b) Gender and law, power 
(c) Gender and education 

(d) Gender and culture, work, medicine and the family 

(C ) UNIT-3:। 10 

(a) Gender and sexuality 

(b) Gender inequality 

(c) Gender and development 
Reference: 

1. Encyclopedia of Gender and society - highly readable reference book. Published 
26 Nov 

2008 Editor - Jodi O Brien. 
2. Power , crime and Mystification , Tavistock publication Ltd by Box , Steven. 

3. Domestic violence Act -2005 , from Wikipedia in, retrieved on 15/5/2021 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Inauguration Programme of Add-On Course On 20th April 2022: 

 
 
 

                           Class Routine 

                 Time Table (Add-On Course) 
 

Monday 11.00-12.00  

Wednesday   2.00-3.00  

Friday 11.00-12.00  

 
 

Final Examination, 2022 

Subject: Gender (Add on Course) 
Date-20/06/2022 

Marks:40 । Time:1.5 hours 

1. Answer the following short questions:(any five only)। 8×5=40 

a)What do you mean by gender: write the difference between sex and 

gender? 

b) Write the relationship of women with it nature? 

c) Write about the concept of women with it nature? 

d) any one of the theories of gender. 
e) Write a short note on gender and development? 

f) Explain basics characters ities of Maxian theory of gender ? 

g) Is there any gender inequalities in the field of work our society ? If 
yes, give augment in support of your answer ? 

h) Write on Liberal feminism? 
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